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Why Kantar?



We help clients 
understand people and 
inspire growth.

We have a complete, unique and 
rounded understanding of people 
around the world: how they think, 
feel and act; globally and locally in 
over 90 markets.  

Our validated insights, evidence and 
advice are proven to drive growth 
and are at the heart of our clients' 
decisions.

We don’t just help clients 
understand what’s happened, we tell 
them why, and how they can shape 
the future.  
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Our key differentiators help you maximize impact

Customized 
Solutions

Tackling complex 

challenges with a 
solution built 

specifically for your 
organization’s needs

Senior Level 
Involvement

Ensuring you’re getting 

the best thinking through 
all phases of the 

engagement

Best-in-Class 
Analytics

Applying sophisticated 

analytic techniques to 
drive keen insights 

from all types of data

Strategic 
Consultants

Data-powered 

marketing consultants/ 
researchers to 

enhance your growth 
strategy

Deep Food 
Service Expertise

Bringing our broad 

understanding in the 
category to make us 

smarter from design 
through analysis 
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Kantar foodservice 

insights
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Indispensable 

Brand Partner 

In Food Service

Kantar’s Food Service Expertise is Broad & Far-

Reaching

Deep expertise beyond your immediate project team, 

making us smarter in the work we do
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How does Kantar’s Retail IQ inform food service strategy and execution?

Other third-party insights 

providers do not have the 

breadth and depth of retailing 

expertise that Kantar has.

Our content is actionable, 

providing true insights, 

strategies and tactics, versus 

just data and facts.

We have a deep bench of 

food service operator talent 

with decades of industry 

experience.

Food service is exploding in 

traditional retail and, as 

retailing experts, Kantar has 

the pulse.

Retailing industry 

expertise

Actionable insights Deep operational 

experience

Convergence of food 

service in retail

We understand the convergence of retail and food service
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Our food service insights cover a broad range of topics

These content pieces are only available as part of a Retail IQ subscription

Five Slides for the top QSRs 
(Quick Service Restaurants)

Innovations in Food Service Global restaurants and trends Restaurants in retail
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A quick tour of our Food Service Insights Center

Available to Retail IQ subscribers
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Senior Insights Expert Barry Thomas offers decades of global 

retail, food service, and future-of-commerce experience

Custom on-sites/webinar can help you tackle your biggest questions

Barry Thomas
Senior Retail Commerce Thought Leader

barry.thomas@kantar.com

Atlanta, GA

Barry has recently been quoted by: Barry is on the advisory boards of:

Topics I can bring to life for your team

Future of commerce Global commerce/retail Strategic planning O2O/omnicommerce Shopper marketing Restaurant 
and food service

Areas of expertise

Future-proofing your business in the evolving 
post-pandemic landscape

Keeping pace with innovation in restaurants 
seeking more meal occasions

Strategic planning in the era of connected, 
algorithmic, and automated commerce

Innovating to engage underdeveloped and 
emerging growth channels

Global growth of ecommerce and online-to-
offline retail

Connected O2O shopper marketing growth 
approaches
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Snacking insights 

examples



Examples of snack insights

Available to Retail IQ subscribers
Mochi doughnuts

Bubble tea

Magic of Yuzu
Emerging snacks

Micro markets
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Emerging restaurant 

snack trends

Three rising snack trends and 

opportunities for food and 

beverage brands

Barry Thomas, Kantar Senior Thought Leader

Sunny Khamkar, MenuData CEO

May 2023



MenuData methodology analyzing 

snacking

Source: Kantar, MenuData

ꟷ Analyzed 60,000 menus across major 

US cities

ꟷ Covered QSRs, national chains, 

independent locations, and grocers

ꟷ Identified innovative restaurants, snack 

menu items, flavors, and brands

Category Menu Mentions Percentage

Snack Popularity

Data in the study for Kantar clients
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Our analysis shows snack innovation is accelerating in three areas

Source: Kantar, MenuData

Rise of global flavors "Instagrammable snacks" Healthy indulgence
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The emergence of 

bubble tea

Behind the bubbles with how 

bubble tea is growing globally and 

an opportunity for the industry

Barry Thomas, Kantar Senior Thought Leader

Sunny Khamkar, MenuData CEO

Charlotte Page, Insight Consultant 

May 2023



Bubble tea flavors

Source: Kantar, MenuData

Innovative Toppings & Flavors:

Its interesting to see bubble tea chains offering popular flavors 
such as 'rose', 'oreo', 'brown sugar' mentioned on menus along 

with unique flavors such as cheesecake, bergamot, and brulee.

Bubble Tea – Top menu flavors

0 100 200 300 400

Maple

Bergamot

Cheesecake

Charcoal

Brûlée

Black sesame

Black sugar

Lavender

Oreo

Vanilla

Red bean

Brown sugar

Rose
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Mochi doughnuts: 

Why they’re taking 

the food scene 

by storm

Barry Thomas, Kantar Senior Thought Leader

Sunny Khamkar, MenuData CEO

February 2023



Mochi doughnuts are especially popular on TikTok

Source: Kantar, TikTok, Glimpse

Mochi doughnuts are predominantly talked 

about on TikTok, where users are highly 

engaged. This could be due to the visual nature 

of the dessert and the fact that users can post 

videos of their own mochi doughnut creations.
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The magic of yuzu

How a little-known fruit is 

becoming a top ingredient in 2023

Barry Thomas, Kantar Senior Thought Leader

Sunny Khamkar, MenuData CEO

April 2023



Yuzu menu features are showing up 

on fine dining menus and often in 

innovative culinary features

Source: Kantar, MenuData

While yuzu has been a staple for many years in fine 

dining, its increased popularity has largely been driven by 
its ability to be used in common dishes as a substitute or 
pairing with lemon and honey.

From sauces and dressings (cilantro-yuzu pesto, yuzu-

lemon dressing) to add-ons to existing dishes (guacamole, 
brussels sprouts), chefs are finding more and more 
creative ways to incorporate yuzu into their menus.

Yuzu: Fine dining

Yuzu: Innovative items
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Micro markets: 

An emerging growth 

channel

Big opportunities in micro markets 

Barry Thomas

Senior Retail Thought Leader

October 2022



Micro-market annual sales are often four times higher than a standard vending setup

Approximate expected gross profit (before cost to serve) from a vending 

machine setup is $4,800/year. 

A micro market’s annual gross profit will be approximately $19,200.

Source: Kantar, Parlevel Systems, Nayax.com

Minus Forty micro market

Break-even point

Vending machine

17 months

Micro market

7.5 months

The typical break-even point  

for a micro market investment 

averages 7.5 months 

versus 17 months for a 

vending machine.

Micro markets generate     

on average 

$20 per customer each 

month versus $7 for a 

vending machine.

Average monthly customer spend

Vending machine

$7

Micro market

$20
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Summary



The benefit of our Shopper Deep Dives

Shopper first POVExpert Authored Work

In Depth Look Practical Application

Breadth of research topics
Summer 2023:

Snacking focus! Ready to learn more?

Multi-part series covering shopping 
and dining decisions surrounding 
meals and snacks.

Four waves:

1. Meals at home and away 2022 
wave

2. Snacking occasions at home 

and away

3. Gatherings and special 

occasions

4. Meals at home and away 2023 
trend

Summer 2023 research 
wave will focus on 

Snacking occasions at 

home and away:

– Snacking consumption, 

behaviors, sentiment

– Shopping for snacking including 
insights around most recent trip, 

shopping habits, retailer choice 

and more

– If snacking “out”, where are 

snacks purchased and 
consumed?

– Covers snack food and drinks

The study can be accessed the 
following ways:

1. ShopperScape license holders 

have access to select thought 

leadership content

2. Full study available within 

ShopperScape database

3. Opportunity to purchase full 

reports/deep dive bundles:

– Full length report

– Dataset

– Technical orientation

kantarshopper@kantar.com

Hungry to learn more about snacking?  

Shopping for Meals and Dining Decisions
Kantar’s multi-wave shopper study coming soon! 

Covering shopping for meals and snacks as well as eating at-home and away-from-home

Reach out to learn more!

kantarshopper@kantar.com
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Introducing the new Kantar Retail Public IQ

Crafting late-night menus: What 

do shoppers really want?

Can 7-Eleven crack Europe this 

time around?

Snack Time with Kantar: The rise 

of mochi doughnuts

Retail Sound Bites: The state of 

food service with Jonathan Maze

Focusing in on available food service content for everyone

Read our blog Read our blog View our video Listen to our podcast
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https://kriq.kantarretailiq.com/en/p-iq/insights/blogs/crafting-late-night-menus-what-do-shoppers-really-want
https://kriq.kantarretailiq.com/en/p-iq/insights/blogs/can-7-eleven-crack-europe-this-time-around
https://kriq.kantarretailiq.com/en/p-iq/insights/blogs/snack-time-with-kantar-the-rise-of-mochi-doughnuts
https://kriq.kantarretailiq.com/en/p-iq/insights/blogs/retail-sound-bites-the-state-of-food-service-with-jonathan-maze
https://retailiq.kantar.com/?__hstc=237572063.045788d1122ab3401d8539067797946b.1679594146991.1684511168943.1684512020793.58&__hssc=237572063.18.1684512020793&__hsfp=1136147948


Thank you
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